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Abstract

Games and virtual worlds have many potential benefits for people with intellectual disabilities (ID) and autism spectrum disorder (ASD), in terms of training, education, and rehabilitation. However, because this population presents a wide range of specific needs and abilities, it can be difficult to design games which are engaging and present optimum levels of challenge to players. By including individuals with ID and ASD in the design phase we can help meet their specific needs and preferences by personalizing an intervention through the exploration of experimental techniques, methods and assistive technologies. By embracing the Responsible Research and Innovation approach, we bring science and society closer together to shape the world for future generations. A number of approaches for achieving such inclusion have been described, such as User Sensitive Inclusive Design, Universal Design, and Design for All. Here we discuss three specific examples of the design of games and virtual worlds for people with ID/ASD and illustrate how they attempt to meet their needs. Namely 1) a blended approach of computerised program and applied behaviour analysis for reading skills 2) immersive gameplay for employment and transferable skills training and 3) virtual reality training to enhance communication skills.
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1. Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disability covering a wide range of abilities and complexities [1]. The individuals experience varying levels of difficulties in communication, social, sensory regulation skills and engage in repetitive behaviours. ASD can also be accompanied by intellectual disability (ID), impacting negatively on learning and academic outcomes and other life skills. Most learners with ASD have decreased attention towards stimuli presented, especially if they are not from a special interest category, and struggle to learn with conventional methods, thus requiring teaching with a special set of methods and tools.

When designing software for individuals with ASD and ID, it is becoming increasingly common for designers to involve people with disabilities in the design process [2] [3]. This idea has its roots in user-centred design (UCD, also sometimes called human-centred design). UCD is a concept from mainstream design (i.e. it is not just, or even primarily, concerned with the design of software for people with disabilities), which is well-established in the field of software design, and an international standard for UCD has been developed [4]. According to this standard, UCD aims to furnish designers with an explicit understanding of the end user, in terms of their specific needs, and how and in what context they will use the software or product. It typically involves user evaluation of prototypes,
which are refined iteratively based on user feedback. Importantly, the main aim of UCD is to produce “usable and useful software” [4].

However, an additional motivation for involving users in a design process is made explicit in the participatory design (PD) practices which emerged as part of the Scandinavian workplace democracy movement [5]. PD focuses on the process as well as the product, and aims at developing a design experience in which technology developers and users meet as equals, to promote reciprocal relationships, mutual learning, and empowerment of users [5].

Involving users with disabilities in the design of software should address both these motivations [3]. However, rather than a single, unified design approach, research on the involvement of people with disabilities in design processes presents a wide range of practices, frameworks, and theories. For our purposes, it will suffice to pick out three important aspects of this broad body of work.

Firstly, specific needs of people with ID and ASD may necessitate the development of novel techniques, and of novel relationships between the collaborators, to facilitate collaboration. Thus, standardised approaches to UCD may need to be adapted to be appropriate for people with ID and ASD [3].

Secondly, as with PD, the motivation is not solely to increase the usability of the software being designed. It is often a priority that co-design represents a model of design that promotes a range of benefits for the individuals involved, and for society. As such, research on co-design involving people with disabilities often reports positive outcomes for the participants, including a sense of empowerment, enjoyment, increased confidence, and improved social skills [2].

Finally, this approach to design is aligned with strategic policies. For example, the Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) approach advocated under the European Union Framework Programme for Research and Innovation Horizon 2020 urges all those involved in a research and innovation process to work collaboratively “to better align both the process and its outcomes with the values, needs and expectations of society” [6]. Such RRI principles are also advocated by several national research councils [7].

Serious games and virtual worlds present excellent opportunities to deliver education and skills training to people with ASD and ID in a way that is particularly suitable for this population [8]. In line with the principles of RRI, a growing body of research is demonstrating the range of ways in which people with ASD and ID can be involved in the design of games and virtual worlds: Malinvieri et al. [9] and Benton et al. [10] describe design methods for involving children with ASD in game design, while Robb et al. [11] describe a modified UCD approach to accommodate the preferences of children with Prader-Willi syndrome in the design of a cognitive training game.

In this paper, we add to this literature by presenting three examples of people with ID and ASD being involved in the design of games and virtual worlds in novel ways:

In Section 2, we discuss how applied behavior analysis may be applied to the development of a serious game to improve reading skills in people with ASD and ID.

Section 3 then discusses two further projects; in each project, people with ASD and/or ID are involved in the development process:

Section 3.1 discusses Hao2.eu, a social firm, with a development team consisting of 80% of people with ASD and/or ID which develops virtual worlds to improve socialization skills. Hao2 delivers courses which can be customized by the participants to meet their learning needs.

Section 3.2 focuses on Virtual Learning for people with ASD (VL4ASD), a project which aims to improve communication skills. The 7-week training will be delivered through a multiple baseline design.

2. Game design addressing reading skills for people with ASD and ID

Interventions and teaching programmes developed using Applied Behaviour Analysis (ABA) are successful, evidence-based and empirically validated and have demonstrated success in achieving educational outcomes in areas where the traditional methods are not as effective [12]. ABA focuses on individually-tailored teaching, using novel creative methods of structuring education process to enhance socially relevant or academic behaviour. Many of these features are shared with the design of video games. ABA can thus provide the theoretical and practical foundation for the design of educational games by utilising the motivational aspects of entertainment games.

Engagement in learning should encompass concentration, interest, and enjoyment, where skills, progress and perceived challenges are continuously assessed and the interventions adjusted.
Accordingly, we provide the foundation for a user-led curriculum. Single subject research designs and the interventions are user led as well as user adapted [13].

Commonly, students with ASD learn how to effectively use simple and explicit rules and these form the elements of game design. The scientific discipline of applied behavior analysis has long recognised the importance of individualised teaching methods [14] that have proved to be highly effective for individuals on the autism spectrum [15]. Major strategies that define an intervention program using ABA [16] and form the basis of serious game design include, defining and measuring behavior, recording and analysing behavior, presenting corrective feedback and dynamically adapting to student performance.

ABA programmes use a wide variety of methods, including precision teaching, direct instructions, and individualised teaching. Usually, the passing or mastery criterion for a target is ~90% unlike ~40% in the conventional educational setting. ABA programmes are highly successful in a range of settings, educational levels, type of targets, learner populations [17-19] and have been highly successful in the special education and autism spectrum learners [20][21]. Yet, these concepts have not been adopted in the mainstream education for many reasons [22], including high level training, planning and preparation required from the educators [23][24].

Drawing parallels between ABA interventions and serious game elements will inform designers and encourage them to incorporate the behaviour analytical techniques and strategies to create user-centred serious games. In Section 2.1, we present specific examples of how ABA principles are demonstrated in a serious game designed to improve reading skills.

2.1 User-centered game design for reading skills: examples of ABA principles in practice

Reading is an important skill, impacting on all areas of life. Reading skill acquisition for individuals with ASD can be difficult. Reading interventions using ABA based methods, such as direct instructions have shown efficacy in imparting reading skills to students with ASD [25][26].

On the other hand, children with ASD often enjoy video games that have proved intrinsically motivational. Therefore, it would make sense to include serious game design in reading instruction to allow this skill to be achieved and generalised, i.e. used in all contexts of their lives. This would have a significant positive impact on their lives as evidenced by the Alpha Reading program for autism that includes game elements of short-term goals, increasing levels of difficulty and some provision of choice in sentence construction [27] and has demonstrated good transfer of learned skills.

Headsprout Early Reading (HER, also known as Mimos sprout), a computerised reading programme, is another example, which has demonstrated proficiency for slow readers and students with autism [28][29]. To make it suitable for learners with ASD and moderate to severe ID, we designed a blended model of serious game using therapist/teacher aided support and HER. The additional inter-person activities during blended model interventions will provide valuable scaffolding for increasing generalisation of learning as recommended [30].

This blended user-centered design applying behaviour analysis for shaping of individual learning of HER lessons fulfils the general guidelines of the evidence based game design. It has an interactive and animated story line, because an immersive storyline is required for contextualising the learning goals as well as maximising learning. HER has 80 lessons, made of stories that use animated characters with whom the students can identify with and develop empathy. Each lesson has segments that provide a short line for the student to engage in while learning the reading elements of phonemes, phonics, vocabulary and fluency.

This approach is goal directed and the intervention is designed to achieve precise and incremental goals before moving on to next stage. The immediate goal is to complete a timeframe and/or a segment within a lesson, the intermediate goal is to complete a lesson, and the end goal is to achieve various reading milestones embedded in the lessons. Goals directed around targeted skills of phonemes, phonics, vocabulary, fluency followed by comprehension.

It involves both extrinsic and intrinsic rewards in points and pleasure. The topic of the serious game, i.e. reading comprehension, is embedded within the HER episodes; each episode is teaching the learner reading skill components and reinforces the learnt skills along the 80 episodes. The rewards or stars earned during the lessons are increasing the learning behaviour thus providing intrinsic motivation that leads to generalisation of reading skills to books. For a complex learner having low level of sustained attention, use of ABA to provide immediate extrinsic motivation increases the level of sustained attention to use the HER.
HER has auditory as well as visual feedback for each activity. There are also additional certificates and social praises that the teacher can provide to build on the feedback and rewards, in addition to the star and robot builder, which are additional motivators and these are acquired on a cumulative basis.

ABA methods offer a provision of choice in terms of reinforcements and activities. Learners are continually assessed for their reinforcements using preference assessments which are provided as extrinsic motivators for learners with complex needs. HER offers a choice of generalising the reading activity using e-books or in-print books supporting each session.

HER offers individualised training due to the fact it has inbuilt prompts that are adjusted in response to the user’s response to each activity within the reading game/session. The number of trials is also adjusted depending on the correct responses made. Additional support provided by the behaviour analyst/therapist to ensure correct leaning is taking place provides a positive learning strategy. A baseline measured for each learner and an HER placement assessment gives an individualised starting point.

This approach can have progressive increase in levels of difficulty, which is required to provide achievable challenges addressing the goal and target lists as the session go from 1 to 80. It doesn’t require a sophisticated device, just the use of a touch screen device such as iPad or tablet that can run the kids a-z app. For higher functioning children, a computer with mouse is used. These devices are further complimented by either e-books or paperback books. Complex learners will be assisted by teachers and therapists using pictures and supporting material delivered by applying behaviour analytical strategies.

Lastly, HER can be easily used in the school environment, because it encompasses the guidelines set out by National reading panel (2000) and embraces very strongly the ‘no child left behind’ act [31-33], wherein, all students including those with disability are expected to gain reading proficiency.

This model of UCD offers a novel co-design approach with ABA and the computer program (HER), where the continual analysis of the learning behaviour allows the intervention to be tailored to the user’s pace and skills (Fig 1).

**Figure 1:** Inclusive program for comprehension and reading using a blended approach of applied behaviour analysis and Headsprout® early reading program with touchscreen gadgets
3. Virtual Reality training for people with ASD/ID

The term Virtual Reality has been around since the 1960s; it faded away and came back to the fore a few times due to difficulties implementing the technology and high associated cost with the hardware and software development. Virtual Reality has made a big comeback in recent years due to technological advances that have made it more affordable to the public. The Virtual World environments created, involve people (as avatars) in a space that doesn’t exist and yet that simulates the real world, “places where the imaginary meets the real” [34]. A more comprehensive definition is that a Virtual World is “a synchronous, persistent network of people, represented as avatars, facilitated by networked computers” [35].

A Virtual World can either be a non-immersive (on a computer/laptop/tablet screen) or immersive (VR glasses, Head Mounted Displays) 3D space delivered over the Internet to a PC. The characters are represented by avatars and they can talk to each other by voice or text chat, in public or in private. Virtual Worlds are bespoke environments that support training in a safe environment avoiding potential real dangers and where one can embed training and learning exercises in order to achieve goals and have thus found application in an educational context.

Studies have shown that a Virtual 3D environment can stimulate users’ interactivity [36] and motivation [37][38]. It affords opportunities for social interaction, especially in the classroom by making conversations easy, structured and inclusive, through for example the text-chat systems [39]. Virtual Worlds can offer users a sense of co-presence and realism [40][41] and provide an increased sense of control, allowing participants to have more engaging in-world experiences [42]. Moreover, Virtual Worlds can improve students’ knowledge, their enjoyment and interest in the learning process, if they are structured correctly, just like game-based learning does. [43].

The next two sections of this article will showcase examples of application of the Virtual Reality technology as part of training of young adults with ASD/ID. The first example addresses employability and transferable skills training whereas the second example addresses communication skills, more specifically the art of conversation.

3.1 Immersive Gameplay for Employability and Transferable Skills Training

A recent National Autistic Society survey in the UK, on autism and employment revealed that even though 77% of respondents want to work, only 16% of adults with autism are in full-time paid work and only 32% are in any kind of employment [44]. This disheartening news comes despite the efforts of several high-profile employers, among them Microsoft, SAP and Vodafone [45] to recruit people with autism for the skills they can bring to the workplace. However, research shows that individuals with ASD may have enhanced skills that are important for successful employment in certain areas [46], such as enhanced perceptual capacities [47], the ability to make more rational decisions by being less influenced by emotions [48], and better performance on measures of fluid intelligence [49].

The reasons for this discrepancy are related to both internal and external factors [50]. The former category incorporates challenges related to social communication difficulties that individuals with ASD may exhibit, including social difficulties presented in job interviews and comorbidity (e.g. a secondary diagnosis of intellectual disability or mental/emotional disorders is associated with less likelihood of employment) [51]. External factors are related to, for example, a lack of awareness and understanding by employers [52] and a lack of vocational services for people with ASD [50].

The aim of Hao2.eu is to teach life skills to people with autism through immersive online gaming technology. The choice to socialise online is a decision many people with autism make, and there is a need to offer them more options to interact online because many people with autism are more comfortable with such interaction [53]. Autistic people have a strong preference for online interaction, which may be due to the familiar structures of online communication, the ability to choose conversation topics and/or the option of responding in one's own time [54].

However, this kind of online interaction should only be a starting point, which is one of the recommendations by Hastwell et al. [53] that Hao2 and its charitable arm Autus espouse. Courses are designed to use the safe virtual environment to help people with autism reach beyond their comfort zone. For instance, participants may start off communicating by text in the virtual world, but move on to voice as they gain confidence. Likewise, if a participant finds a particular environment difficult or overwhelming, a simulation can be built to practise until it becomes familiar.

As well as delivering its courses in a way that echoes the social environments people with autism often choose, Hao2 also gives individual learners considerable say over their course content. Participants evaluate their strengths and weaknesses and create personal projects to address the
weaknesses and build on the strengths. Any user can contribute his/her personal touch to the space by creating things that enhance the environment, from introductory training modules to evaluation tools. Our learners engage in peer mentoring and can gain work experience training others to use the virtual world and/or building customised 3D environments for local authorities and other partner organisations (such as JobcentrePlus Swindon, now the proud owner of an exact digital replica of its premises for a Journey to Employment project). In that sense, the virtual environment can adapt infinitely to suit individual differences because the individual users build it.

This emphasis on handing decision-making power to people with autism, involving hard-to-reach stakeholders at every step of the process, empowered by an innovative use of technology with which they are already familiar and better connected with society in general, especially employers, has led Hao2.eu and Autus being shortlisted for the inaugural European Foundations Awards for Responsible Research and Innovation (EFARRI) [55].

Most importantly, this new approach to developing autistic people's employability skills is proving effective, since 2015-6 Winchester’s Jobcentreplus Work Programme (2015-16) has so far 40% work-related outcomes for people receiving Employment and Support Allowance (financial support for ill or disabled people unable to work and personalised help to find work), compared to 12.5% national average (new claimants get a job outcome within two years) [56]. The first cohort of learners in our pilot scheme for the Department for Work and Pensions' (DWP) Journey to Employment at Swindon Jobcentreplus had 20% employment outcomes by week 11 of a 12-week course.

Moreover, Hao2 is also currently trialling an e-mentoring scheme to match people with autism interested in working in technology with IT professionals who can share their expert knowledge of how to get hired in technology, based on connections in the IT industry as well as Hao2.eu’s learners' established influence in technology. Initial results are showing that with mentors’ help, participants are building portfolios, improving interview techniques, finding freelance work and generating revenue developing their own software. In keeping with our user-led credo, participants are also sharing tips online via our peer support job club to help others find work.

We therefore believe that our success in helping people with autism develop their talents and find work stems from the core RRI principles [57] especially public engagement (involving all stakeholders, particularly people with autism whose voices are too often not heard) and open access (empowering participants to share best practice and support each other). If the aim of autism research is to improve quality of life, then outcomes can be improved by understanding and helping participants progress towards their idea of a good quality of life. We are keen to participate in more research to develop a broader evidence base for the scale and scope of the improvements RRI approaches can bring to autism research and the lives of its beneficiaries.

3.2 Virtual Learning for people with ASD (VL4ASD) – communication skills training

Extensive research has been carried out about the affordances and benefits of the use of Virtual Reality to the general population. However, a recent systematic review of immersive virtual reality technologies [58] showed that very little research has been carried out with people with disabilities and more particularly people with ID. That is the type of population that could benefit most from VR, since people with Intellectual Disabilities can potentially benefit from the fact that “learning in a virtual environment that reproduces the real one can minimize the problems related to learning transfer” (p.139) [58]. Learning transfer doesn’t seem to be a problem in the studies Standen and Brown [59] examined, however there is a need for extensive studies to establish whether the transfer is easier with a VR approach compared to traditional ones.

The VL4ASD project, will investigate whether using a non-immersive Virtual World for social skills training can be beneficial for the people with ASD and/or Intellectual Disabilities. A secondary aim is to establish the best way to measure the effectiveness of the aforementioned training.

The VL4ASD project’s aim is to create training material on communication skills using a Virtual Reality environment. This is a specific example of training currently being implemented on a platform co-designed by people with ASD/ID, and they have been and will be consulted at all phases of the project (i.e. inception, development and piloting), so they will be co-designers. The material will be personalized according to the needs and preferences of each participant based on a review of their Individual Education Plan and in consultation with the participants and other relevant stakeholders.

This training, it is hoped, would help the target population (people with ASD and/or IDs) in their transition from education and/or training to independent living.
The study will measure elements of communication skills including but not limited to starting a conversation, picking appropriate topics for discussion, sustaining a conversation, knowing when to end a conversation, maintaining eye contact, respecting other people’s personal space etc. Since the study aims at developing an intervention that is customized for each participant, there is going to be an in depth focus on specific cases. The developed learning scenarios will be adapted and modified to each student’s unique circumstances and therefore the sample will be kept rather small, three participants from the USA and three from Ireland that are young adults (15-year olds to mid-twenties).

The nature of the study - focusing on individuals rather than groups and measuring the effect of the intervention on an individual basis and not concerned with the generalizability of the findings – lends itself to a single case experimental design, and more specifically a multiple baseline design. The intervention will be a social scenario of having a conversation with a friend. The participants will initially interact with the researcher physically (stage 1) and then virtually (stage 2) to determine whether virtual reality on itself has a positive impact. Stage 3 will involve instruction (PowerPoint presentations, videos, and exercises with a non-playable character) in the virtual environment followed by the same interaction to determine whether instruction in virtual reality is beneficial. Stage 4 will be a repeat of stage 1 to determine whether the participants could bring any skill acquisition from the virtual to the real world. The assessment will be carried out with the following measures:

1. Observations will be rated either on a Likert scale (Poor/Fair/Good/Excellent) or YES/NO, by 3-4 reviewers.
2. Specialists that know the participants’ history (e.g. Disability Network Team members in the US) will fill in the Perceived Empathic Self-Efficacy Scale (5 items), the Perceived Social Self-Efficacy Scale (6 items) and the Generalized Anxiety Disorder Scale (7 items). The measures will be filled in pre and post intervention.
3. Video will be used to identify appropriate non-verbal communication (the consent/assent forms will include a specific section on usage of video)

This assessment will determine whether the intervention had any impact on each participant’s communication skills.

The technological aspect of the project (an assistive technology), is a Virtual World that is a first iteration of the Hive-RD construct powered 3DNovations platform, at an early alpha stage. It is developed with and for people with autism and intellectual disabilities. This is the first instance of Hive-RD being used as a tool for Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) [57] to help people with autism and IDs. The OpenSim platform [60] was deemed more appropriate for the creation of training material, due to the fact that it is free and more user-friendly. However, the Unity platform will be utilised for the delivery of the intervention in the Virtual World because it is more customizable.

The intervention is currently being developed using three simple stages; the pedagogical (training material - presentations, videos and non-playable character) and technical (the virtual world space and social scenarios) designs are being developed [61]. The Virtual World has gone through several iterations through initial testing by the developers, followed by extensive sessions with testers most of whom have ASD, in order to address accessibility and usability issues. It is now entering the piloting phase with people with ASD and/or IDs, followed by revision and improvement of the products based on the feedback. The last two phases may be repeated more than once if it is deemed necessary.

When the participants are chosen, the researcher will review their Individual Education Plans (IEPs) and then have a consultation with them and their parents (maybe even professionals that know them and/or have worked with them closely) in order to determine what their goals would be. The researcher would then take them through the Virtual World environment and the training scenarios and ask for their feedback. It is hoped that through this process they will feel co-ownership of the process and end product and participate with enthusiasm. Upon completion of the piloting/testing phase of the project (estimated in late September 2017), a 7-week intervention will be delivered and the training outcomes will determine the future direction of the research. This could include exploring the delivery of the training through immersive Virtual Reality or Augmented Reality.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented three examples of projects in which people with ASD and ID are involved in the design of serious games and virtual worlds. The projects demonstrate two novel
approaches to this involvement, both of which highlight important avenues for future work in this field.

Firstly – in Section 2 – we have described how ABA can provide a framework for the user-centred design of serious games for people with disabilities. Importantly, this provides an evidence-based technique which can underpin a user-centred design process. Future work should investigate the effectiveness of serious games developed using such an ABA-based framework as interventions for people with ASD.

Secondly, we have described in detail two examples of a user-led approach to the design of virtual worlds, and shown how a virtual world developed in this way is effective in providing employment related outcomes for people with ASD. The three projects described in this paper each aim to improve different skills in people with ASD and/or ID: reading skills (Section 2), socialization skills (Section 3.1), and communication skills (Section 3.2).

As noted in our introduction, there are two main motivations for involving users with disabilities in the design of software in this way: ensuring the usability and usefulness of the software developed; and potentially delivering a range of wider social and individual benefits. Limited research has considered the latter in detail, with findings often reported in terms of researcher observations [2]. We therefore conclude by recommending that future research on user-centred and user-led design involving people with disabilities seeks to measure and report on the potential wider benefits for participants, for example, in terms of feelings of ownership, empowerment, and social inclusion.
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